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Angelika Rauch

With lile decline of lhe unified subject
in modemi,)', the body becomes more
and morc prominent nOI only as a sileof
subjcctive experience and as lhe basis
for !.he construction of subjcctivity bUI
also as a political instrument to resist if
ootsubvendomlnant ideology. Whether
it is in relation to language or to history.
to memory and a social other, the body
serves as new ground for the expression
of the divided or a1ienaLCd subject. An
epistemology orthe body, however, ren
ders ltmhuonal critical approaches 10 the
underslanding ofculture. such as marxist
discourse or structuralism. inadequate.
All papers therefore tend 10 reson 10
psychoanalytic concepts for an investi
gation of !.heir !.hemes involving !.he rela
tion of body to consciousness.
In Cia ran 6 Faolain's paperonChrist3

Wolf, "The Politics of Space ill Chrisla
Wolf; or, Situation of !.he Writer in 3
Tight Squeeze:' !.he writer's critical
Slance toward official policies and prac
tices is put at slake. A particularempha
sis rests on !.he writer's own undoing of
e!.hical certainties in a sodal climate of
dialectical contradictions. In an attempt
to find acontinuity between Wolf s early
(Der Geteilre Himmel) and later work
(KassUluJra, Was bleibt), FaolAin fol
lows Woll~s !.heme of split !.hinking and
de-tolalizing represenlation as one !.hat
implies 3 hIdden critique of social exist
ence in the DDR. Whereas split !.hink
ing, initially, is supported by Images of
nature symbolizing the bad West and tJle
good E."1SI.11 is these very binary opposi.

(canlinlled on page 6)
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FILMMAKER

CLAUDE LANZMANN

AT CORNELL
Suzanne R. Stewart

The recent visit by the distinguished
French filmmaker Claude Lanl.mann to
Comell University undoubtedly consti
tutedanevent. InvitedasaClark Fellow,
by the Society for the Humanities.
Lanzmann addressed a large audience
on April 26. and 011 April 27 answered
questions from a panel·-Dominick
LaCapra. History, Cornell University;

Claude umzmann

David Rodowick. Film Studies, Univer
sity of Rochester; Jon Weiss, History,
Cornell University; Tony Brinkley, Eng
lish, University of Maine; and Susan
Buck-Morss. Government. Cornell Uni
versity--as well as from the audience.
Lanzmann's viSit was precedcd by a
complete showing of his nine-and-a-half
hour film on t.he Holocaust Shoah( 1985)
and his most recent film on UIC Israeli
anny Tsahal (1994). His first film Why
Israel ( 1973). which together wlthSfwah

(continued on page 8)

UBIQUITY OF

TRANSLATION

WORKSHOP
Vera Pohland
Fellow 1995

On March 4 the workshop "Ubiquity of
Translalion," sponsored by the Institute
of Gennan Cultural Studies wi!.h addi
tional support from the Society of the
Humanities, was held at the Depanment
of Gennan SlUdies at Cornell. The
daylong workshop, initiated and orga
nized by Professor Leonard Olschner,
Department ofGennan Studies, Cornell
University, intcnded to eslablish an on
going forum and to bring together col
leagues and students at Cornell who ac
tively translate or study translation.

In reccnt years there has been a re
newed interest in the study of translation,
with scholars eSlablishing translation
studies as a separate discipline and thus
fonning a new professional identity.
More and more translators organize ac
tivitiesamong themselves to interchange
ideas and to explore the potentiality of
that field. With the first in a planned
series of workshops the Cornell forum
opened !.he topics for cultural studies,
theory and practice of translation in vary
ing degrees.

Michael Steinberg, Department of
History, Cornell University, contributed
a paper on Walter Benjamin's thought
on language. Benjamin's Gennan-Jew
ish consciousness Jed to his addressing
the problemofassimilation and theques
tion of language as carrierof identi tyand
cultural ideology. The lack of transpar~

ency of language and the inaccessibility
of language as such are problems Ben
jamin deall with in his essays "The Task
of the Translator" and "Critique of Vio-

{continued on pa8~ 4}
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RECENT PUBLICATION

Michael Pallen

Dltbyramblker des UDter~angs:

GDostlzlsmus In Astbetlk uDd
PbUosopble dec Moderne by Michael
Pauen (Berlin, Germany: Akademie
Verlag GmbH, 1994)

Writing a history of the Gnostic reli
gion is nOi a task I would gladly under
take; fortunately, neilherwould Michael
Pauen, lhc author of Dithyrambiker des
Unrergangs: Gnosfizismus in ASlhetik
und Philosophie der Moderne. The
emphasis falls morc on Untergang and
Die Modeme than on Gnosticism, hence
the relative brevity of tbe "historical
sketch" which begins his text Despite
the title. this insighlful and highly theo
retical workdealsmainly with Heidegger,
Adorno and a number ofother critics of
progress rather than wilh the Gnostics
("the knowing ones") of the first centu
ries of the Christian era. His goal is 10

elucidate the structural similarities and
differences in modem philosophy in the
light of the Gnostic belief system, In so
doing he brings out !he ema.l1cipalory
character of a number of modem aes
thetic and philosophical approaches.

In bis Vorbemuktmg, Pauen legiti
mizes his own project while disclaiming
any desire to compete wilh religious
historians (KunRudolph, HailS Jonas, or
HansLcisegang), He wriles: ''The inten
tion [of this text) is simply to create
typological and bistorical tenns of refer
ence for the analysis of the history of
Gnostic innuence," (tr:Ulslation by re
viewer), Indeed, Hans Jonas, among
others, has argued that a comparison of
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Gnosticism and twentieth-century
thought would prove fruitful. Jonaswritcs
in his TIU! Gnostic Religion that "It would
beofgreat interestlO compare [the useof
the tenn 'thrownness'] in Gnosticism
with ilS use in a very recent philosophical
analysis of existence, !hat of Martin
Heidegger", [Jonas, Hans The Gnos/ic
Religion (Boslon: Beacon Press, 1958,
64)). Indeed, much of Jonas' explication
ofGnostic docuine reads like a glossary
for Sein /uuJ uir ('life' and 'dea!h,' 'the
one' and 'the many, ' 'fall,' 'capture,' and
'homelessness.·) Pauen takes Jonas'
advice as the jumping off point for bis
argumelll, but expands the project 10
include Klages. Bloch, and Adorno,

Rather lhan use 'thrownncss' as a way
to compare and contrasll!le distant and
recent philosophical pasl. Pauen builds a
model of Gnostic thought whicb serves
as the frame upon whicb Adorno,
Heidegger, et al arc stretched. Pauen is
trying 10 tell us more about the twentielh
century lhan about Gnostics. Undoubt
edly Hans Jonas would have taken issue
wilh Pauen's brief "sketch," but gnosti
cism ilSelf is not, in this case, so impor
tant. The idea is ralher the modem
philosophers in question shared the be
lief that this world was illusory and,
arguably, thatmatterilSelfwasevil. The
Gnoslics held on to the idea of an other
(Das Andere) or the "Alien" in Jonas'
translation, Tbis idea comes specifically
from the Mandean sect of Gnostic reli
gion, For the Mandeans, human life
contained elements of the Alien within
it. and the task of the Gnostics was to
recall that they were aliens within the
world. In Jonas' language, for the Gnos·
tic, "the recognition ofbisown a1ienness,
the recognition of his place of exile for
what it is, is the first slep back; the
awakened homesickness is the begin
ning of the return:' To some extent this
is a fonnulation attributable to either
Heidegger or Adorno as well as the
Gnostics, and Pauen is smart to see the
resemblance, using it toelucidatediHer
ences belween these to thinkers, among
others.

The first task of his book, then, be
comes pointing to structural similarities
between Gnosticism and twentieth-cen-

tury thought. Regrettably, however, the
lack ofdireci references to Gnosticism in
twentieth-century German philosophy,
leads Pauen to do some quick back
pedaling, and remind the reader that his
argument is not that Bloch, for example,
was secretly a Gnostic himself, but that
there arc structural similarities belween
Bloch's writings and Gnostic thought.
Pauen may have done well to condense
that struclure. As it is, it threalens to
consume everything in ilS path. If one
adopts the hypothesis that the Structure
ofGnosticism consislSofthe recognition
of a world beyond the perceptible, then
Gnosticism is the Lich/punk/ of one out
of every two aesthetic and philosopbical
treatises ever wrinen. In this way his
work is rich and comprehensive, even
more lban the task demands. His bislOri
cal narrative works from Schopenhauer
through Bachofen, Baudelaire, and
Gauguin, to name a few. The work bears
similarities to Peter Sioterdijk' s Critiqlle
a/Cynical Reason; he feels compelled to
cover everything at once. The model
becomes somewhat more economical as
the narrative proceeds.

Hissecond focal point is the claim that
Gnosticism in Modernity emerged dur
ing a lime of general economic prosper
ity, hence he starts the narrative with
Nietzsche and Eduard von Hartmann.
For Pauen. this is an important point
because it implies what he calls a "sec
ondary level" of Gnostic pessimism.
Gnosticism though, either in ilS early
stages or in modernity, was more aboul
self-empowennenl (through the knowl
edge of one's own alienness) than about
economic fears. Pauen describes this as

(conlillued 011 pose 11)
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VISUALTY AND
CULTURAL MEMORY:

ABY WARBURG AND
BEYOND

Blake Stimson
On Sunday afternoon. April 2. an

informal roundtable discussion convened
by Micbael SteinbcrgorComell Univer·
sity took place at Cornell's A.D. White
House on the topieof Aby Warburg and
what onc participant called ..the early
theoretical unconscious"ofart history as
a discipline. The symposium. entitled
"VisuaIity and Cultural Memory: Aby
Warburg and Beyond," was part of an
ongoing series organized by me Ger
man·Jewish study group under the aegis
ofthe Institute forGerman Cultural SIud
ies. Michael Ann Holly from the Univer
sity ofRocbester and Keirn Maxey from
Columbia University were invited to
share their thoughts on the topic together
with five Cornell faculty members (in
addition to Steinberg): Susan Buck
Morss. Hal Foster, Peter Hohendahl,
Suzanne Stewart and Geoffrey Waite.
Stewart and Waite, unfortunately, were
forced to cancel at lhe last minute. but,
while their insights would bavecertainly
been appreciated, the smaller-than
planned number of official participants
seemed to allow for exceptionally lively
and continuous participation from the30
or so people in the audience.

The bulk of the discussion turned on
Steinberg's new, full-length translation
of a 1923 Warburg text, titled "Images
From the Region ofthe Pueblo Indiansof
North America" (forthcoming from
Cornell University Press together with
an introduction by Steinberg), which had
been made available in advance to lhe
official participantsbut not to mostoflhe
audience. The text's breadlh of histori
cal and lheoretical scope and lhecircum
stances surrounding its original presen·
tation (it was conceived by Warburg and
approved of by his physician as a test to
evaluate his mental stability in order to
determine whether he should be dis
charged from the sanitorium where hc
had been committed since 1919) proved
to be particularly provocative.

Steinberg opened the sym{X)sium by
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introducing Warburg wilh a brief bio
graphical sketch and a short discussion
of his reception, focussing on what he
described as a dominant tendency to
interpret Warburg's scholarship in
psycho-biographical terms. The main
pattern ofmis reception, he stated, was to
see in Warburg's work the expression of
a need for emotional balance, maintain
ing adequate distance from madness.
tempering demons, etc. This tendency,
Steinberg suggested, was probably more
a reflection of the desire of his interpret·
ers !.ban of Warburg himself. Warburg
had a very concrete, if grand, historical
objectofstudy -- hesought to understand
the emergence of modem consciousness
as it is manifest in r.be U"lUlsformation of
symbolization from the archaic mytbo
poetic forms and me sense of an imme
diate, organic relation to the world that
they offered to modem abstract andsche
matic forms and the analytical distance
and mastery that they allow. Steinberg
noted that the 1923 text on the Hopi
marks adistinctshift in Warburg' s schol
arship. Prior to lhis text Warburg sought
to locate particular moments in the his
tories of the various culwres he studied
when that shifllook place (or in the case
of the Hopi, to see it taking place in the
present). In "Images From the Region of
the Pueblo Indians of North America,"
however, Warburg comes to understand
the primitive and the modem to be syn
chronous and even to express fear that,
with the collapse of time and space
brought about by the new electrical and
communications technologies, a return
to the primitive was immanent: "With
('the lightning imprisoned in wire') the
culture ofthe machineage destroys what
the natural sciences born of myth so
arduously achieved: the space for devo·
tion, whichevolved in tum into thespace
requiled for reOection:' (As it turned
out, Warburg did not pass his sanity test
and was not released from the sanitorium
until some months later.)

Michael Ann Holly, best known for
her study of Warburg's student and col
league, Erwin Panofsky, began her com
ments by drawing an association be
tween Warburg and the so-called New
Art History. The parallel with the more

recent work can be seen, she said, in
Warburg's "incipient foray into relativ
ist or multicultural perspective:' In
deed, shesuggested, Warburg's relative
ly low level ofoutput as a scholar can be
attributed to his being vexed by the multi
layered nature of images and the profu·
sion of perspectives wrought by that
nature. Another parallel with much of
the art-historical scholarship since the
early 1970's is Warburg's critical rela
tionship to the more conventional meth
odologies of aestheticism, connoisseur
ship and iconography..These methods,
he thought, were too academic and sial·
ply not adventurous enough and he un·
derstood himself to bea deliberate trans
gressor of such conventions. In one of
the more baleful moments of lhe after
noon, Holly remarked that the indepen
dence of Warburg's position amongst
his peers was a feature of what is now
largely a lost intellectual role -- that of
the independentscholar unaffiliated wilh
a university and unburdened by the de
mands ofacquiring tenure. Responding
toaquestion from Karen Barzman, Hony
sketchedacomparisonofWarburg' s and
Ponofsky's approaches: While both were
interested in "the unconscious tenden
cies of the human mind that get written
into the image," Panofsky's project was
"one of figuring out the riddle·- getting
itrigbt," whereas Warburg's was one of
"making meaning fragmentary, scatter
ing it'"; where Panofsky was interested in
closing down meaning, she said more
schematically, Warburg was interested
in opening it up.

Keith Moxey, in his comments, picked
up on the themeofadventurousness raised
by Holly: "one thing that strikes me
about his thought." he said, "is itsdanger
... the willingness to take risks, the will
ingness to go back and look at the under
side." The danger came from not sub
scribing [0 the Hegelian model of the
history of s£yle canonized by his fore
bears WOlfnin and Riegl. Rather than
seeing in art the sign of reason progres
sively unfolding in histOf)', Warburg saw
there the moments of its collapse, At
issue in his implicit critique of the as
sumptions of the earlier scholarship,

(conlitu4ed on fXJg~ 12)
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(Translation -continued from page 1)
Ience" of 1921_

At this time Benjamin adapted Kant's
position of the unavailability ofabsolutc
language and knowledge that makes ab
solute moral or political action impos
sible. Thus he turned against the dis
course of latc Jewish assimilation that
claimed philosophical and political reso
lution or synthesisconcci vable. The first
essay "assimilates the Lurianic myth of
the breaking of !.he vessels and fashions
it into a Kantian metaphor for !.he limits
of the human knowledge of !.he world,
and hence of the possibilities of Iinguis
ticand historical practice." Generated as
an introductory essay to his own transla
tions of parts of Baudelaire's Les Fleurs
du Mal, the essay addresses the incom
mensurabilities of different languages
and the limitations of the process of
translating from one language into an
other as well as the very issue of transla
tion and its necessity as metaphor for the
fragmentary character of !.he world. The
myth of!.he breakingofthe vessels serves
to illustrate that a language is like a shard
from the broken vessel. "JuSt as shards of
a vessel which are to be joined together
must fl( toge!.her (... ) a translation, in
stead of resembling the meaning of the
original, must lovingly and in detail
incorporate the original's way of mean
ing, so lhat both lhe original and the
translation are recognil..able as the bro
ken piece of a vessel, as !.he broken
pieces of a greater language. For this
reason translation must in large measure
refrain from wanting to communicate
somelhing."

Steinberg unfolded the historical and
biographical frame of lhe allusion to the
broken vessel in discussions between
Gershom $cholem and Walter Benjamin
between 1915 and 1921. Benjamin re
ferred to Scholem's translation of his
essay on language (1916) into Hebrew as
"Ursprache." He saw the problem of
Zionism as another fonn of nationalism
and rejected it like political action for its
limitations and particularity. After the
First World War he "hesitated in front of
the politics of thc universal, in front of
political Messianism."
This position is further developed in the
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second essay of 1921 "Critique of Vio
Ience", through the distinction between
mythical and divine violence. The Ger
man titJe "Zur Kritik der Gewalt" illus
trates the limitations of translatability
because "Gewalt" means both the legiti
mate and the illegitimate possession and
exercise of power. According to
Steinberg, Benjamin refers to!.hree kinds
of violence: law-making, law-preserv
ing, and law-destroying, and sees the
category ofmy!.h entailed by the two first
forms. Steinberg points out that Ben
jamin makes a clear distinction between
mythical violence as law-making and
divine violencc as law-destroying. He
applies !.he divine as a new tenn for tbe
forbidden Messianic to a Judaic arche
type and a Greek archetype to the mythi
cal. "This Graeco-Judaic distinction
implies a commentary on contemporary
Gennan culture and ideology." In "Tbe
Task of the Translator," according to
Benjamin, "all language and languages
operate according to the principle of the
hidden, forbidden referent, which is the
language of God, of God's remem
brance." Steinbergembraced Benjamin's
thoughts: "A translation enters into a
dialectic witb the original text in com
mon reference to that bidden absolute."
As synecdochic to the forbidden totality
ofabsolute language he views the trans
lation and the translation process, juSt as
the worldly shard is synecdochic to the
divine vessel. Benjamin wallts the suc·
cess ofa translation to bejudged accord
ing to its incompleteness and its expres
sion of"longing for linguisticcomplete
ness."
Interested in the consequences for trans
lation of a "constructivist" view of cul
ture, Susan Van Deventer, Deparunent
ofRomancc Studies, Cornell University,
chose two French translations from A
Thousand and One Nights. In an obser
vant interpretation she compared Antoine
Galland's early nincteenth-century
French translation and Joseph-Charles
Mardrus' tum-of-!.he-twemieth-century
version with their Arabic source texts
and examined how they address the issue
of gender. For the translator, who must
act as mediator between cultures, the
question becomes what to do when the

source culture and target culture con
struct reality in radically different ways.
Rather than offering a solution to this
"problem," Van Deventersees the trans·
lators setting into motion a cross-cul
tural dialogue by choosing to highlight
or conceal the differences between the
source and target cultures' construction.

Examples for both conclusions are
depicted by the translations of the de
scriptions of two young beautiful pro
tagonists, one male and one female, that
prove different aesthetic values in medi
eval Arabic ideals and Western stan
dards. The descriptions pose challenges
to the French translators, who have to
decide which culture's standards to privi
lege. Unlike Western canons, Medieval
Arab canons of beauty are non-gender
specific, males and femalesare beautiful
for the same reasons. The medieval col
lection of tales describes the female pro
tagonist through an accumulation ofsty1
ized and often hyperbolically exagger
ated attributes, the male protagonist is
described in much the same terms and he
is as well desirable and seductive. The
Arabic text presents a systematic cata
logue ofbody parts fororat consumption
and sensory gratification, while Galland
presents her be.1uty as a work of art for
contemplation. Galland's text tends to
confonn to the Frencb neoclassical ab
horrence of excess and turns the female
character into an ornament, while he
presents the male character as ready to
become an active participant in socio
political life. That makes his translation
confonn to eighteenth-century French
aesthetic values and gender construc
tions, which implies a significant modi
fication of the Arabic source.
The second translator, Joseph-Charles

Mardrus, respects medieval Araba-Is
lamic canons of beauty and in so doing
constitutes a radical break with conven
tional European constructionsofgender.
Through many alterations to the source
Mardrus creates a sublime and grotesque
celebration of beauty, sexuality, and
comedy. Van Deventer understands sev
eral functions of these modifications.
The comic features constitutean attempt
to dispel the anxiety provoked by sexu-

(coruiTlued 0/1 pagt! 9)
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FACULTY PUBLICATIONS FELLOW PROFILE
RecempublicaLions ofComell Univer
sity faculty members include:

James Webster: Beethoyen forum,
Volume 3 (1994), University of Ne
braska Press. Edited by C1uislophcr
Reynolds, Lewis Lockwood. and James
Webster. Volumes 1and20fthisseries
were published in 1992-1993.

In 1992, Professor WebSler's book
Haydn's "Farewell" Symphooy and the
Idea QfCJassica1~(Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1991) received the Dtto
Kinkeldey Award oCthe American Mu
sicological Society - theanly such book
award in the AMS.

ArthurGroos: RmnancjoglheGraiI:
Genre. Science. and Quest in Wolfram's
Paujval (1995) Cornell University
Press.

The Newsletter plans reviews of these
books in subsequcm issues.

OPERA CONFERENCE
SCHEDULED

The lustilue for German Culture Stud
ies announces opera conference
Wazoer: Opera and CuiluraJ PracLjce.
ronvened by Professor AnGroos, to be
heldatComeU April 5-6. 1996. Panici
paling in the conference, in addition to
Groos, will be Reinbold Brinkman,
Harvard; Jobn Dealhridge,Cambridge,
England; Thomas Grey and Herben
Lindenberger, Stanford; Linde
Hutcheon and Micbael Hutcheon,
Toronto; David Levin, Columbia; and
Marc Weiner, Indiana.

ContributiOflS to German Culture News
are welcome. Ifyou would like an evenr
listed orhave a br~freview orarticle to
conIribule, plemecontact Julia Stewart
at 255-8408.
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Vera Pohland

Vera Pohland, Institute for German
Cultural Swdies fellow for Spring 1995,
is an independent scholar with an intee
disciplinary focus on literature, medi
cine and cultural swdies. In her schol·
arly works, sbe has concentrated on the
representation of disease in late nine
teen th and early twentieth century litera
ture, especially German literature. Her
current research is on Franz Kafka: his
writing and the illness (tuberculosis)
which ultimately resulted in hisdeatb. In
her analysis, she examines Kafka's per·
ception of writing, of the body and dis
ease, the ways they combine with socio
historical discournes and are inscribed in
his works..

Vera Pohland studied in Vienna and

COLLOQUIUM TO
CONTINUE

IN FALL 1995
The German Colloquium series win

continue next Fall 1995 semester with
a roster of invited speakers from other
universities and colleges as weU as
graduate students from various depan
mentsatCorneU. Speakers will include
Dr. Susan Gustafson, University of
Rochester; Tom Lampert, Government
graduate student, Cornell; Dr. Tom
Levin, Princeton University; Kizer
Walker, Gennan Studies graduate stu
dent, Cornell; and Dr. Liliane
Weissberg, University of Pennsylva
nia. The Colloquium will meet alter
nate Fridays at 3:00 p.m.

Heidelberg and received ber Ph.D. from
Heidelberg University in 1984. During
her stay in Heidelberg, she taught Ger
man literature classes in the summer
school and conducted classes in German
as a second language at Heidelberg
University's Studienkolleg. In 1984, as
a representative of Heidelberg Univer
sity and a DAAD lecturer of German
literature, she was sent to Beijing For
eign Studies University in China. She
was invited to presenta paperOD·'Litera·
ture and Disease" at the ftrst Chinese
Comparative Literature Conference in
Shenzhen, China.

Three years later she came with her
husband to Cornell University where she
was given a Visiting Fellow appoint
ment in the Department ofGerman Stud
ies. WiththesupponofProfessorSander
Gilman, Pohland organized a confer
ence on Disease and Medicine in Mcd.:.
em Gennan Cul!ures and co-edited the
results in a book published in the West
ern Societies Papers of ComeU.

In 1992, she returned to China where
she taught German language at the
Goethe·lnstitUl Beijing and a year later
at Beijing Foreign Studies University,
again under the aegis of DAAD.
Pohlandis now living in Ithaca with ber

family and finishiogberbookoo Kafka.

LECTURE SERIES
PLANNED AT

CORNELL
In progress at the Institute for German

Cultural Studies are plans for a Fall
Semester lecture series by leading Ger
man political and public figures. Ex
pected to attend - but as yet not con
ftrmed -are: Kun Biedenkopf, Minisltt
President of Sachsen; lens Reicb, mem
ber of the German Parliament; Hans·
Magnus Enzensberger, poet and
critic;and Daniel Cohn-Bendit. political
activist and member of the European
Parliament.

Dates and themes of the lecture series
will be announced at a later date by the
Institute.
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(CoUoquium - COll1inul!djmmpagl! 1)

tions that are depicted, analyzed and
subvened in terms of their desltUctive
strategiesofothering and scape-goating,
resulting in aself-alienation in Kassandra.
Heroic struggle goes hand in hand wilh
anideologyofproductivismwhich, when
situated in a positivist world view (the
state has turned the social/male fantasy
of Helena into a real object to justify
war), prevents dialectical praxis. Faolain
points to barely visible gestures in Wolfs
early novel that undermine such a posi
tivist world view, for example, the blur
ring of outlines of building and cities on
the borizon, or, the transgressions of
political boundaries by the sky.
Kassandra's moral failure, on the other
band, arises from lhis dismantling of
symbolic spatial oppositions, i.e. the
certainty between right and wrong. What
emerges in the end, for bolh Kassandra
and Wolf, from lhis anti-dualism is the
less widely perceived tlon-contestatory
mode that can only be an experiential,
visceral mode of individual resistance to
the stateand to dominant forms ofthought
FaolAin expandson this visceral response
with a reading of the prominence of
thresholdsand unstable, inbetween spaces
in the narrative as camevalesque prac
tice. Transgressions of such thresholds
become a deliberate in Was bieibI in
which the narrator relreats from both the
spheres of activity and ideological pro
duction, and by which the writer refuses
to examine the relalioTls ofproduction in
her texts as her way of adapting to offi
cial docuinc.

The (ideological) secret that the de
sired object is a fantasy becomes the
revealed masochistic ltUth in Wagner's
operas and in their representation of a
historically specific modem subjectivity
after the crisis of the bourgeois (male)
subject. As a manner of speaking: you
act on, and act out, the fantasy of a lost
phallus rather than trying to obtain it.
SU7..anne Stewart leads us through the
"Masochistic Seduction in Wagner's
Parsifar' as a "Stealing of the Operatic
Voice," a theft which constitutes a new
law for the subject's relation to hislher
body, the law of the intIojected cruel
molber. Wagner's music pierces the
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Ego's annor and seduces the listener to
the sublime, because of ego-shattering
pleasures of "oceanic regression:· And
it is lhis kind of sexual pleasure of self
fracturing that Wagner not only effects
but, more significantly, displays in and
as theatrical productions. Whereas the
audience sees~·with the possibility to
know--death and the wounded self on
stage, it also gives in to the "abject"
experience since the music renders it as
sensory, pleasurableexperience. Hence,
the vision is blurred by physical effect.
an effect that makes conscious
fantasmatic desir~s. Stewart focuses on
the foleof woman in Parsifal to bring out
the masocbistic subject-position achieved
through the resistance to the mother'sJ
KundIy' skiss (Oedipal drive=the father's
name) and the disavowal ofgenital sexual
desire. The latter is replaced by a sexu
alized and aesthetized display of guilt
and punislunenl. Such sublimated plea
sure, Stewart asserts, constitutes a new
self-creation qua aesthetic if not sub
lime act. The pain of the loss becomes
the pleasure of a new identity without
substance in a realm beyond the phallus,
beyond object-identification. which
Stewart persuades us to see behind
Wagner's politics of visibility: the pos
sibility of pure (un-conscious) enjoy
ment To move beyond consciousness is
for Wagner to move beyond the "power
of the quill" (d. K1ingsohr's spear) that
generates the wriuen word and distorts
authentic Genoan culture. Wagner at
tempts to redeem a Gennall people from
the spell of the (Jewish) word with the
undifferentiating power of music stem
ming from silenced/castrated woman.
As for historical agency, it is inconceiv
able to live this new subjectivity outside
the rcalm of literature and art, a position
that Stewart ultimatcvy accentuates
through affmnation of Zirek's claims to
the enjoyment of ideology as one that is
manifested in social reality ,!pto which
the individual escapes. But ZiZ"ek's is a
social reality that is informed by aes
thetic practices borrowed from the
fant.asmatic structure of theatrical, and I
would add post-modem, forms of art.
Hence, what might have developed from
a displaccmcllI of the abject or sacred

into modem literature (Kristeva), which
is a texLUai practice, is not necessarily a
new subjectivity with demonstrated po
litical effects but one with primarily
pocticeffects; and, basedon unconscious
pleasure. these effects would have to be
examined on the premise of a sympathy
of pleasure and politics, of private/aes
thetic realm and public/political sphere
which would require the re-entry or at
least a negotiation of a space for con
sciousness.
A similarly libidinal but very different

connection between bodily sensation
(pleasure and pain), desire and writing
(the letter) is made by Vera Pohland in
her work on "Kafka's Transgressions-
Writing, the Body and Disease:' She
stresses the imponance of reflection fOf
Kafka on the body as a way ofcoming to
terms with the pain of writing. Particu
larly, !.be wounded body harbors the
potential for self-experience in an age in
which technological and scientific de
velopments threaten to obliterate the
human body altogether. Therejectionof
a sick body in an engineered society is
tantamount to the rejection of the self.
Exact definition of the body in medical
discourse plays into the hands of social
programs of racial hygiene and eugenics
which designate disease as site of social
disintegration. Illuminating the litera
tureon tuberculosis, adisease from which
Kafka suffered, Pohland demonstrates
an interesting shift from this genius
producing disease ofartists and intellec
tuals to one that. by the early 20th cen
tury, is associated with syphilis and de
viant sexuality. She explains Kafka's
ambivalence to sexuality and his
Jewishncss by his adoption of the con
temporary bias against non-stable iden
tities, emblematized by disease, disinte
gration of the body, and the un-bordered
and socially unformed existence of the
Jews. Pohland's juxtapOsition ofmedi
cine, its practice of writing case histo
ries, with Kafka'srcflection and practice
of writing reveals the dependency of
historical production of disease on lan
guage. Medicine, in this historical or
commemorative sense, serves as pre
server of the past. Medical records de
fend a space for the pas[, for history, the
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body and the individual in modernity,
because they teU the story of disease as
process, that is. in anarrative structureof
events. The infected body, according to
Pohland, takes on the significance of
giving expression to the creative mind
that otherwise might have succumbed to
social and ideological pressures. Dis
ease is hyposthatized to lhe last bulwark
of subjectivity. A disease of the lungs,
tuberculosis, indeed fueled Kafka's ob
session with the figure of the
"Luftmenscb," a spiritual, aerial being
that is able to exist detached from lhe
social matrix and is yet a physical, not a
transcendental, being. This unstableand
boveringex istence permits lhe subject to
own hislher"ftIthy" disease, to live with
the hated other that slbe otherwise, in
society, would have to exclude or re
press. The abject is lfansformed by
Kafka into a sublime existence in writ
ing, a stateofmind which is increasingly
influenced and inflicted by the body,
with thedisease turning the mental agony
of writing into a sensuous activity. An
erotized body-mind symbiosis is lived
Oul in the space and pleasure of writing
which eventually becomes the space or
rather the material of history, the history
of the body, its affects, and its mindful
affectations.
Using the body for artistic expression is

also the topic of Julia Wagner's paper,
"Mimesisand Kinesthesia: Ewythmyas
'Ubersinnliche Nachahmungskunst'."
But the emphasis here lies on the body's
ability to move and, in dance, to render
the experience of floating,
unencumbered, spiritual existence. The
mind is rocked into other-worldly ec
stasy by the body's motions. Central to
Wagner's thesis is the denial of the sen
sual female body in Rudolf Steiner's
philosophy and dance projects. Just as
women are reduced to prepubescent.,
graceful bodies. uniformly disguised as
ephemeral beings whose movements are
to symbolize a transcendental world
view, Steiner's antbroposopy caters 10
the childlike state and playful expres
sions of the soul. Although Steiner en
gages the concept of mimesis, he decid·
edly transforms it into a practice that is
akin to we symbolist movement with the
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added difference thai the Eurythmic
movements stage a reproduction of an
etheric body; thai is, the staged dance
event corresponds directly to the (super)
real event and needs not be interpreted.
Movement supplants symbolism in an
effort to reveal ..the spirit." Wagner
elaborates this view into an argument of
non-representational performance aes
thetic, an aesthetic of "Sein" and hence
as ritual aesthetic. But such ritual aes
thetic is already achieved through a trans
formative effort exerted on the body;
Steiner rejects a naturalistic aesthetic.
Wagner thus points out the untenable
position ofa "Sein" on stageand demon
stratesSteiner's need forrepresentational
strategies that diminish the female body
into image and. as in classical aesthetic
history, use woman as vehicle to gain
access to a spiritual or supersensual ex·
perience of beautiful soul. Wagner Iik
ensewythmy to alchemy, that is to trans
form audience through the perception of
motion. The dance performance works
on the spectator's fantasy and evokes
dreams and memories ofthe past through
which s1he enters aspiritual space. From
this vantage, Steiner's mimesis in eu
rythmic performance reproduces not the
natural body but instantiates the
supersensual or hallucinatory space sur
rounding the dancers. The spectator is
aimostjolted into the perception of such
a spiritual space by the kinetic experi
ence of the dancer; the dance trains the
mind to separate symbol (the body) from
meaning and eventually suppress the
material presence of the body. For this
reason, the sexual or individual charac
teristics of the body must be eliminated
as not to distract the mind by affect
which keeps the mind fixed on pbysical
perception and fantasies. The desired
"clairvoyant" perception requires a
trained spectator whom Wagner associ
ates with an initiated member of a magi
cal cult. The oscillating movements of
the dancers are to bring about the hover
ing state of the mind. Unlike the physi
cally experienced empalhy in the theater
of Enlightenment, this kind ofresonance
bypasses the emotional state, as a trans
lation from (abstract) body to mind.

Giving priorilY to emotions is whal

does another "new man," in the wake of
lhe French Revolution, in. In a paper
entitJed"WertbcrwasaSquare: Semiotic
Rectangles in Eighteenth-Century Ger
man Thought," Brad Prager reads
Werther not as a love story but as a
historical moment in which the Ego can
no longer relate to the opposition and
negation of his self with which it is
confronted. Ego-position (Werther),
Non-ego (courtly society), and alter Ego
(AJbert) constitute the three comers of
the semiotic rectangle which structures
traditional narratives. Werther in search
of harmony fails to represent or construe
the fourth term, I.e. religion, to over
come the negation ofhis selfand sublate
his desire. Death as suicide is not the
completion of the semantic rectangle of
the ideology of harmony but its explo
sion. Death is also less a conscious
decision forWertber, which would make
it panofa value system of freedom, as it
is a drive that overpowers the Ego's
mental capacities signalled by Goethe's
switch from flCStperson narrative tothird
person perspective and the introduction
of the impersonal "Es" in his syntaX.
Death here signals the limits of a com
prehensible system that no longer con
tains experience, particularly thai of the
split Ego. Prager asserts Goethe's trans
formational model of narrative against
the usual Goethecriticism, including the
historizing attempts of Lucacs, that pits
the "new man" against corporate society
and bourgeois philistinism, the sensitive
artist against the stoic rule of social
existence. Such a reading through alli
ances of oppositions fails to acknow
ledge the historical and revolutionary
potential of writing texts. The various
outJets for the subject' sdesire to dissolve
himself (as such, an acknowledged de
sire in 18th century literature), nature,
love, writing, are demasked as mere
compensations that do not provide a new
ground for a viable subjectivity and for
an acceptance of self as divided subject.
Wilh reference to Jameson, Prager inter
pretsGoethe's Werther as an exampleof
asign-system that articulates on the level
of the signifier what the signified cannot
communicate except as a contradiction.
When the narrative material does not

(conlimud on page 13)
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(lAnzmann - cOnJjnu~d/rom pag~ /)
and TsafuJl constitute Lan7.mann's tril
ogy, is unfortunately unavailable in the
United States.
On April 26 Lan'l.mann spoke at length

both about the making of his films and
about his per
sonal trajec
tory in grap
pling with
Jewish iden
tity during a
period that
begins with
his birth as an
assimilated
Jew in tbe
1920's, and
that spans his
participation
in the Frencb
Resistance,
the Holocaust
(Lanzmann
was not
among those
deported
from France), the creation of Israel, and
an engagement with the complexities of
Jewish identity in a secular, post-Holo
caust world in Israel and in the diaspora.
What emerged in Lanzmann's talk was
less an historical narrative than a testi
mony to the traumatic nature of such a
ltajectory, less an account of what
Lanzmann did in those years than a
language that may speak to the simulta
neous necessity for and impossibility of
an unproblematic Jewish identity Md
culture.

Several themes became particularly
prominent in this attempt to work lhrough
such an identity, themes that are crucial
also for an understanding ofLanzmann's
films: the obsession (as Lanzmann him
self described it) with death. with a life
that recognizes itselfonly in the moment
before death, with the conflict between
ordinary time and a time that is radically
suspendedat the moment before itceases,
with the assimilation of Jews in Euro
pean culture rnat is in connict with an
other language. Yiddish, as rne language
ofsecrecy and shame, and wilh Israel as
the possibility and promise of nonna!
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life in connict with Israel as a state of
perpetual war. Speaking to the latter
question, for instance. Lanzmann de
scribed Why Israel precisely as an inter
rogation of the possibility of nonnality.
of the possibility of a Jewish normal,

even fun time.
Finally, Lan'l.mann aniculated Jewish

identity as a mysterium, as an enigma, as
a nash of recognition in the face ofdeath,
a recognition rnat in its moment of testi
mony or wimessing challenges the lis
tener, the participant to that same act of
wimessing. 11 was this challenge with
which the audience was confronted on
ApriI26(neverbefore, Lanzmann stated,
had he given such an account ofhimself).
and it is one that must be faced when
viewing Shoah. It is this mysterium that
lies at the very heart of his masterwork.
a fact that Lanzmann most forcefully
argued during the panel discussion on
April 27 . Lanzmann steadfastly refused
his own subject-position either as au
thority on the Holocaust or even as ex
perimental filmmaker. He insisted that
SlJoah is not a documentary, that it is not
"about" the Holocaust, nor simply a
speech unproblemaLically rendered in
images.'Shoah is not about an historical
past (the film is consistently shot in the
present), but neither is it abou tthe present:
it signals (as he has stated elsewhere) to
an almost Benjaminian Jet'l.lzeit as it

nashes up in a moment ofalways incom
plete recognition. it constitutes a series
of signs or gestures, traversed as such
signs always are by what Lanzmann
described as an ilfo tempore, theretum of
a ghostly revenant.

Shoah makes
present a dis
tance, it is a
distandation; it
is always
marked by ab
sence. In an
swer to a ques
tion regarding
the absence of
French survi
vors in Shoah,
Lanzmann
claimed mat,
above all, the
film is notabout
survival but
about death.
Thus, none of
the 2,500 sur·
vivors of the

75,000 deported from France had been
membersofthcJewishSonderknmmando.
that is, of those in the camps forced to
work the machinery of death and de
struction, The site of departure is irrel
evant to this machinery; it is Poland as
destination. as place of death and of
obliteration of origins that speaks most
forcefully in Lanzmann's film: in the
making of Shoah what he had been after
was the articulation of a Geswlt. a mode
of transmitting the language of death of
those who had been "selected for life" 
selected or chosen for life in all the most
painful meanings that such aphrasecould
possibly bear. The members of lIle
Sontierkomrrl(lntio are the true bearers of
the secret; it is lhe language emerging
from those whom Primo Levi has called
the drowned, and not from the saved of
Auschwitz that constitutes the mysterium
or enigma of lIle film.

Yet. paradoxically, this enigma simul
taneouslycontributes to what Lanzmann
described as the "sofUless" of the film.
For Shoah is not accusatory; it is not, as
he insisted. a trial oreven an approach to
the possibility of justice, but a reconsti·
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lOtion of the human voice, of human
language, a language that gains strength,
Lanzmann slated, from the landscapesof
Poland, and that yet unsettles those same
landscapes as it emerges from their in
visible mass graves.
Just as the witnesses in Shoah never tell

a personal story, never narrate aclS and
deeds of survival, escape and liberation,
never, that is, speak from with an
unproblematic "I" but instead testify 10
an impossibility, so also those members
of the Israeli anny who speak in Tsafull
do not tell of the events of war, nor seek
to explain we history of Israel through
the trajectory of her many wars. Instead,
they too testify to the undoing of lan
guage at the moment of death. The
members ofthe Israeli combatunits speak
to fear, to courage, to the price of blood,
to the transmission of blood as these
intersect in complicated ways with the
past (the Holocausl) and the present
(Israel's relationship to both ilS oUlSidc
and to itself). Lanzmann insisted that
Tsahal is not to be understood as a politi
cal film; its subject matter is not, for
instance, the Intifida or the occupation.
It is, IikcShoah,aboutJcwish idcntity, in
Lanzmann's later film rendered even
more problematic insofar as it now also
involves the question of an Israeli iden
tity traversed by a political identity and
by marked inter-generational differcnces,
an identity that Lanzmann described as a
"division of self."

In the course of Lanzmann's autobio
graphical testimony, which he himself
called his testament, he described bow
he had come to understand Sartre' s post
war text on Jewish selfhood as essen
tially wrong. While Sartre (to whom he
nevertheless remained intellectuallyclose
until the philosopher's death) had per
ceived Jewish idcntity as dialectically
constituted in its relationship to anti·
semitism, Lanzmann recalled his father
once telling him that "weare everywhere
on the map." That such a "we" is both
autonomous from the existence of anti
semitism, and yet fundamemally marked
by it, that this "we" is always internally
fragmented and divided, always on the
verge of extinction, on the verge ofdeath,
is perhaps Lanzmann 's most command-
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ingand insistent message, a message that
Jews must contend with after 1945 and
1948, a message that must be heard, even
if only in order to afftrm it for life.

••••••

(Translation - COnlimu:d from pagt! 4)

ality, and lhe Strange mixture of humor
and eroticism creates a Bakhtinian
carnevalesque destabilization that pre
vents us from coming to tenns wilh
Arabo-Islamic aesthetic values. Mardrus'
description of the male protagonist as
beautiful in Arab terms marks bim as
femininc in a European cultural context.
This feminization diminishes the threat
to the social order lhe male Arab poses in
the Arabic.text. the Oriental becomes lhe
focus of an idle sensuality. In Mardros'
translation nonnative Western aesthetic
values and constructions of gender are
destabilized. According toVanDeventer,
both translators fail to deal with the
Orient on its own tenns. She concludes
by questioning the adequacy of each
translator's solution and by pointing out
lhat translations should be seen as cul
tural artefacts lhat tell us much more
about the time and place in which they
were produced than about the source text
or its culturc.

Kofi Agawu, Depanment of Music,
Cornell University, looked into the vari
ety of interrelations between and differ
ences of music and language in his paper
on Music as Text as Translation by refer
ring to the question of music's translat
ability and exploring the possibility of
translating music by focusing on its lin
guistic properties. By applying Roman
Jakobson's triadic scheme-oLe,
intralingual translation or rewording,
interlingual translation or translation
proper, and intersemiotic translation or
transmulation--to music, he came to the
conclusion that it is theoretically pos
sible to discuss the translation of music.
Before focusing on lhequestion whether

music is a language and what there is to
translate, Agawu inquired into the nature
ofthe musical work and what constitutes
'music'. Forhim lhere are four tenns that
provide a foundation for discussions of
music's translatability: There is the 'com·
poser' who could be a vinual author or

historical persona; there is the 'perfonner'
who transmits the work to an audience;
lhere is the 'listener,' either lhe naive or
the competent one; and there is the
'work.' that is open and textual, that
cnshrines irretrievablesecrelS, the search
for which constitutes the after-life of
each work and guarantees ilS endurance.

Agawu continued with the consider
ation: "Ifmusic is text. then presumably
it is 'in' a language ( ...) and it is in
principle translatable into another lan
guage." Though many agree that music
is a language, only a few are able to
defend this claim without retractions.
"Music has been called a 'defective'
language, a 'language with syntactic but
not semiotic features,' and a 'form of
wordless discourse' ." Agawu continued
his close inquiry with eleven proposi
tions concerning the music-as·language
metapborthat were informed by musical
semiotics:

1. Music, like language and possibly
religion, is a species-specific trait of
man. Music is necessary to us. But the
"more radical constructedness and arti
ficiality of music, together with its de
pendence on context for validation and
meaning, suggest that a semiotics of
music cannot simply be fonnulated in
parallel with a semioticsof language." 2.
Unlike language, which functions bolh
as a medium for communication ("ordi·
nary language") and as a vehicle for
artistic expression ("poetic language"),
musical language exists primarily in the
'poetic' sense, although it can function
for communicative purposes. 3. Unlike
language, music exists only in perfor
mance (actual, idealized, imagined, re
membered). 4. Like language, music is
organized into temporally bounded or
'closed' texts. 5. A musical text, like a
verbal text, is organized into discrcte
units or segments. Music is therefore
segmentable. The physical and the cul
tural segmentahility of music are inter
twined, but there is a difference in the
degree to which historically-specific dala
is included in the criteria for segmenta
tion. Awork'ssignificant sense unitsare
not neutrally derived; nor are they value
free. 6. Allhough segmentable, themusi
cal tcxt is more continuous in its sonic
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rea1i[)' or "real-time unfolding" than a
verbal text. Verbal texts rely more on
virtual or physical rests than do musical
texts. Even this notion can be challenged;
the illusion of the physical or psycho
logical continuity in music is supported
by a variety of rc:lsons, such as the far
from mechanical approach to punctua
tion. 7. A musical segment (phrase, pe
riod, sentence, paragraph, section, move
ment)exists in two interdepcndemplanes,
the plane of succession ("melody") and
the plane of simultaneity ("harmony").
Language lacks the plane of simultane
ity. There is nO equivalent ofa phenom
enon such as harmony (or counterpoint
or polypbony) in natura.llanguage. This
planf'. ofsimultaneity isoneofthe factors
that makes music untranslatable. 8. Units
of language have more or less fixed
lexical meaning while units ofmusic do
nOl. Thatcarries implications forits trans
latability. 9.Musica1andlinguisticmean·
ing (or reference) may be extrinsic or
intrinsic. In music intrinsic meaningpre
dominates over extrinsic meaning,
whereas in language it is the other way
round. 10.While the essence of music is
play, play fonns only a special part of
language use. Music means nothing but
itself. 11. Whereas language interprets
itself, music cannot interpret itself. lan
guage is the interpreting system of mu
sic.
Agawu answers thequestioD. "Is music

a language?" by pointing out that music
exhibits linguistic features like syntaX,
semantics and semiotics, but thai ..it is
finally not language since no linguistic
actcan substitute forthemusica1 act. Nor
is music a system of communication in
the ordinary sense, although it can be
used to communicate." "Music resists
translation" is his conclusion. It would
be the conclusionofanotherprojeaabout
language and music that language can
not be translated into music either.

"Beyond the confines of conventional
and academically respectable transla
tion there lies a whole universe of trans
lation activity". Stephen Pearl. Chiefof
the English Interpretation Section, United
Nations, dealt with the media coverage
of events and media-staged events in
which the reportageof televisionor news-
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paper has passed through the medium of
translation. How crucial the impacts of
translation on international understand
ing are he showed through a variety of
examples. The fIrst set of examples
confronted quotes of the misleading live
simultaneous intcrpretation in English
of Mikhail Gorbachcv's speech on 22
October J9860n the Moscow TVevening
news, as providcd by CNN, with a cor
rect and quite literal English vcrsion of
the original Russian. He thus demon
strated thai this version ofa major politi
cal statement "barely contained a single
sentence that was both accurate and in
nonnal, idiomatic, comprehensible En
glish." On the effects of such perfor
mances Pe;arl concludes that on the one
hand U.S. policy makers occasionally
rely on these translations given by the
media, and on the other hand that the
portrayal of non-English speaking p0

litical figures will be at best a carica
tured personality and at worst a
demonised one.

Pearl demonstrated obstacles of trans
lation in the news media that derive from
reports on foreign affairs which relied on
translations of uncertain sources and
sometimes through third languages. In
addition, English statements of non-na
tive-English speakers may pose thesame
kind of problems as badly translated
material, since the speaker himself has
made the translation. Usually the media
does nOl clarify what was translated by
whom--by correspondents, by offlcial
sources, or by "second-hand" infonners.

It is the dUly of the correspondents and
their editors to keep their readers aware
of the fact that statcments and "quota
tions" originating in foreign languages
have suffered several kinds and innu
merable degrees of distortions before
their translations appear in the media.
Pearl pointsout that no translation can be
the actual words of the original in the
source's own language. An accurate but
poor translation into unidiomatic En
glish can distoTl the original source to a
greatextent Thedangerofmistranslation
is present and even greater when the
translation is expressed in clear, compre
hensible and idiomatic English. And fi
nally the problem of the incomprehensi-

bility of a statement in its original lan
guage makes itaImost impossible for the
translator to transfer it into an English
which is understandableand makessense.

Through a second set of examples of
translation travesties mostlyderived from
The New York Times, Pearl showed the
daily difficulties ofaccurate translation.
They are the same in the electronic me
dia; however, the "voice" in which the
words arc presented to theaudienceadds
its own dimension. For television net
works are not only in the "news busi
ness" but also in "show business," as
Pearls phrases it they make decisions
not basedon the informative value buton
whatmakes"beUerT.V."--Forex~ple,

an interview with Sergei Khrushchev in
English which was almost impossible to
understand or an interview with Manuel
Noriega in which the English translator
was voiced over by an actor with an
unreconstructed "Hispanic" accent In
the first case, for the producers.
Khrushchev's even barely comprehen
sible voice seemed to carry moreauthen
ticity and in the latter the actor's voice
seemed to fit better into the picture that
should be drawn of Noriega. AU of these
examples indicate that faulty cranslation
practice can leave a negative impact on
international understanding.
Davkl McCann, Department of Asian

Studies, talked about thestory ofClayong
from a thirteenth-century Korean mis
cellany known as Remnants ofthe Three
Kingdoms, or Samuguk yusa. The story
was written in Chinese, which was com
parable to Latin in the middle Ages
(Lingua Franca), as were some bUI not
all ofthe songs embedded in it; anumber
of the laner were transcribed in
hyangch'al, a Korean invention using
Chinese characters to record vernacular
Korean language malCrials. McCanncon
curred with scholars who suggest that
beneath the surface of narrative could be
found the vestiges of an earlier cuhure,
and that the songs might have been used
in village rituals that had little or nothing
to do with the prose narrative context in
which they wereembedded. By focusing
upon the figure of Ch'Oyong, McCann
had three questions in mind. First, wbat
explains the bero's passivity in being
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confronted with bis beautiful wife's be
trayal when be comes borne and discov
ers her in bed with someone else. Sec
ond, he explored three readings of the
narrative. as a narrative about the con
cept of authority, as a narrative about
language, and as a narrative about gen
der. And third, he was interested ill how
this interpretative framework would lead
to an explanation of the final couplet in
Ch'oyong's song that would draw a new
lighton theslory. McCanncontextualized
the story and its contenl; covering fur·
ther aspects of translation the speaker
and the audience addressed a range of
questions in the discussion which fol
lowed.
Inbis-talk "Towards a Poetics ofTrans

lation" Leonard Olschner, Department
of Gennan Studies, Cornell University,
sketched aspects of twentieth-century
thought on translation nOl by scholars or
lranslators, but by writers and philoso
phers. The rationale for this stems from
the assumption thal translation is. or can
be, a creative process closely related to
the writing ofprimary texts (poetry, prose,
drama) and philosophy. After drawing
on several older writers (Lichtenberg,
Fr. Schlegel), Olschner turned to the
twentieth century, when many writers
reflected on lranslation in splinters of
their thought. Such unsystematic frag
ments, taken together, might be seen as
formulations of collective poetics with
out the necessity of conclusiveness and
closure. By extension. the texts cited,
apart from certain exceptions such as
Benjamin's "The Task of the Transla
tor," do not have canonical characler,
frequently appearing in inconspicuous
places in the writer's work.

In the nrst balf of the presentation,
Olschner turned to philosophical state
ments by Benjamin, Jaspers, Heidegger
and Gadamer. Benjamin, not surpris
ingly the boldest thinker on translation
of the group, postulates a "pure" univer
sal language which no one speaks but
towards which all translation strives.
Common to all four philosophers is the
obsession with the role language plays ill
mediating and articulating philosophi
cal and literary ideas. Drawing on the
word-play in "iiberselzen" and
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"iibersetzen" ("ltanslate" and "carry
over"), Heidegger sees both the ltansla
tion and understanding of a Greek tcxtas
being essentially the same as under
standing a text of one's own language:
"the translation of one's own language
into its most radically possessed word
remains the more difficult task."

Of lyric and prose writers Olscbner
initially cites H.M. Enzensberger' sclaim
mat "What is not itself poetry, cannot be
lranslation of poetry." This sentiment
finds echoes differently in Eich, Ktolow,
Handke, Fried, Rilkeand Celan, where a
tension develops in me double move
ment of the writer away from him· or
herself to the translated writer and back
home to mat writer's own idiom and
world. Krolow speaks of the "poet's
curiosity about foreign poetry" as being
"natural," and how the poet senses the
urge to leave his or her own confines in
order to ltanslate, only then to be pulled
back. In specific case of "ltanslation,"
Rilke related to Lou Andreas-Salome in
how he attempted to write on a certain
theme in both French and German and
how each version, guided in his view by
the immanent cultural forces in each
language, took on a life of its own.
Olschner concluded with several theses
on decision, fidelity, relativism and po
etics in translation, closing wilh Novalis'
statement: "The true ltanslator l ... ] is
necessarily the poetofLhe poet and should
be able to let me poet speak according to
his and Lhe poet'S own idea at the same
time."

The discussion of Olschner's paper
moved into a more general discussion of
many of me issues raised during the
workshop, continuing the lively discus
sions that arose after every paper. There
was an agreement that the workshop or
another forum on translation will be
continued.

••••••

(Review. cOlltinued/rom page 2)

a secondary pessimism. It is not simply
a pessimism which reflects an existing
economic decay raLher a philosophical
principle which discredits the world as a
place of darkness and ignorance.

One of the problems with making me

argument that so-called mooem Gnosti
cism finds its origins in Lhe period of
rapid German industrial expansion
(Griinderzeit) as presented in the Lbought
of Nietzsche is the shift into twentieLh
century Gnosticism. It is harder to make
the claim that Adorno' s 'pessimism' was
notdireclly historically contingenL The
stronger and more interesting claim
comes wiLh Pauen's argument that mod
em Gnosticism positions its type of
knowledge (Wissen) in contrast to gener·
ally accepted scientific principles
(Wjssenschaft) and hence the space it has
to create for poetry and philosophy as a
sacred realm through which access to the
knowledge of das Andere might come.
Heidegger and Adorno set themselves,
according to Pauen, against Husserl's
"Philosophie als Strenge Wissenscbaft."
claiming that truth is accessible
(zugtiJl.glich) through an. Science merely
reproduces the existing (the Bwehende
in Pauen's system), which art has a re
sponsibility not to reproduce, panico
larly for Adorno in his apparently Gnos
ticAesthetic71l1!ory. Pauen writes "When
Klages, Bloch, Heidegger and Adorno
refer to aesthetic experience above all,
this is not the first time, because artists
like Baudelaire, Mallarme, or George
had already advocated the idea in sup
pon of Gnostic tbink.ing, !.hat genuine
knowledge of the 'alien' is accessible
only through the arts. Philosophical
lbeorists take over this postulate and let
the aesthetic step into the place of scien
tific knowledge paradigms: no longer
scientific knowledge, but aesthetic ex
perience is only the primary representa
tion by which genuine knowledge is
measured." 409 (translation by re
viewer).

Aesthetic and philosophical access to
knowledge is the main structural link
between Gnostics and modem pessimists
with whom Pauen concerns himself.
Only aesthetic experience can relieve
the blindness (Verblendung) which is
part and parcel of lerresltial existence.
He studies closely the works of Bloch,
Heidegger, and Klages and concludes
that, almough their paradigms are close
to that of the Gnostics, they lack the
moment of self-empowerment through
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genuine knowledge as described in the
Gnostic Corpus Hermeticum. Bloch
emphasizes (00 highly the need forproph
ets, and for Klages and Heidegger the
way is open toonly a select few. Adorno,
however, in Pauen' s formulation pro
vides a solution to the Blindness which
flOds an analogue in Adorno's category,
!he SpeU (der Bann). For Adomo,knowl
edge could be awakened in anyone who
was willing (0 hear iL Pauen cites the
bleak passages from Minima Moralia
and finds aGnostic optimism in Adorno's
aphorism "invitation to !he dance,"
among others". .. a cathartic method
with a standard other than successful
adaptation and economic success would
have to" aim at bringing people to a
consciousness of unhappiness both gen
eral and -- inseparable from it -- per
sonal, and at depriving them of the Wu
sory gratifications by which the abomi
nable order keeps a second hold on life
inside them, as if it did not already have
them fundy enough in its power from
outside. Only when sated with false
pleasure, disgusted with the goods of
fered, dimly aware of the inadequacy of
happiness even when it is that -- to say
nothing of cases where it is bought by
abandoning allegedly morbid resistance
to its positive surrogate -- can men gain
an idea of what experience might be."
(Adorno, Theodor Minima Mamba
(Verso: London 1974) translation by E.
F. N. Jephcou.. 62. Cited in German in
Pauen's text.]

Any text which strives to explicate a
narrative of pessimism from
Schopenhauer to Adorno is on the right
track. Pauen would have done well to
narrow his scope slightly rather than
trying to encompass the
Geisusgeschichte since 1871. Heisbest
when he is doing close readings of
Heidegger, Klages and Adorno. One
can, by Pauen's own logic, read the
persistence of Gnostic pessimism as a
good sign. Inthisexcellemandscbolarly
work, Pauen is right, dialectically, to
fmd bope in Adorno's apparently bope
lessness. Things are always worse than
they appear; we should only hope that
things don't ever get so bad that the
pessimists go away. -- Brad Prager

Page 12

(Warburg - conrifluedfrom page 3)

Moxey argued, was the status of aes
thetic value. The function of the image,
for Warburg, was not simply its measure
of rational thought but rather, more
foundationaUy, its roleasa kindofbuffer
meant to keep "cbaos and fear at bay".
That is, the image serves a culturally
defined psychological function which
creates the space necessary for reason to
exist at all.

Susan Buck-Morss began her discus
sion by drawing a parallel between
Warburg's approach and that of Walter
Benjamin, particularly the way each
worked with images. Warburg's way of
thinking through the layers of meaning
associated with any given image was to
look for associations by juxtaposing it to
a whole variety of others based on
morphological homologies without need
for immediately transparent historical
connections in a manner similar to the
Benjaminian concept of dialectical im
ages. In both cases, mimetic cognition
was understood to be valuable without
relying on proof. on substantiated his
torical connections but the danger of
such a project, one that Warburg comes
closer to than Benjamin, is !hat cultural
forms will be seen as universal and eter
nal. Buck-Morss concluded herremarks
with a rhetorical question addressed to
the symposium: lfwecan understand the
production of images as a social project,
as an attempt to give definition to coUec·
tive life, what is it about the fetish, for
example, or the commodity, that accom
plishes this social or community func
tion?

Hal Foster began his comments by
noting that "all the smart things have
already been said" and then proceeded
by raising a couple of smart questions.
Frrst, be introduced a more critical ap
praisal of what he called Warburg's "an
thropological Hegelianism," or the at
tempt to generate a language capable of
depicting the idea of"one world" (thereby
reconciling differences between differ
ent times and places), and wondered
whether Warburg felt some sort of pres
sure to think of his work as a response to
European civilization in crisis. The sec
ond issue he raised was a more general

one: whether the use of German Idealist
paradigms was an assimilationist byGer
man-Jewisharthistorians. Thisquestion
generated a fairly lengthy discussion
with Holly noting that Panofsky was not
allowed to teach undergraduates at
Princeton for a significant portion of his
tenure there because of his Jewishness
and then, carrying on the theme of as
similation, wondering what it means for
art history as a discipline that all the
Gennan immigrants with more meta
physical orientations were forced into
the mold of American positivist aca
demic culture. Steinberg noted that
Warburg's family was not pleased that
he had chosen to make his career study
ing images (especially the Renaissance
art history be did most of his work on
which was so strongly Christian-identi
fied), because secular Jewish assimila
tion had traditionally relied on words.
Keith Moxey commented that Idealism
served the purposes of assimilation by
substituting aesthetic value for religious
spiritualism.

Peter Hohendahl gave the last of the
official infonnal presentations by locat
ing Warburg's project within a line of
German intellectual history spanning
from Lessing's EduC(uwn ofthe Human
Race to Horkbeimer and Adorno's Dia
lectic of En/ighJenmtnt. The central
question for Warburg, according to
Hohendahl, was: "How can memory be
preserved or transformed for use in a
timeofrechnologyT' For Lessing, there
was no incompatibility between reason
and religion -- the history of religion
progressed with the history of reason,
both pushed forward by the agent of
education. Lessing's example of an ar
chaic religion was Judaism which was
sublimated and superseded by Chris
tianity. Lessing's question -- where do
you go beyond Christianity? -- was, ac
cording to Hohendahl, a precursor to
Warburg's concern with preserving and
cultivating the necessary distance for
devotion-cum-reflection in an agedomi
nated by the technological compression
of time and space. The other side of
Warburg's study, thus, anticipated the
breakdown in compatibility of reason
and religion, thereturn to mythical think-
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ing, and the closing down of the project
Lessing advocated for described by
Adorno and Horkheimer in The Vialee
tieofEnlightenment. This washisfeacof
tecbnology: by all but eliminating tbe
space of mediation between the indi
vidual and the world. the wireless, the
telepbone, the airplane and "the instan
taneous electrical connection," function
ing as god-like forces in the new world.
do not allow themselves to be engaged
with in a contemplative and negotiated
fasbion. Instead, Warburg feared, the
individual has little opportunity to do
anything but simply and blindly yield
without understanding to these new and
forever-foreign powers-that-be.

The: .conference concluded with a
lengthy discussion of the place of some
of Warburg's ideas in Germany at the
time, panicularly his use of the tenn
Denkraum, and a brief discussion on the
nature of Warburg's therapy during his
stay in me sanitorium.

Michael Steinberg closed the session
wilh a chuckle by asking the last one OUl
to"please turn off the snake."

••••••
(CoUoquium - continuedfrom page 7)
generate from itself a fourth term that
negales the negation (Albert)--Werther
does nOI defeat Albert--then the struc
tural model ofoppositions forces a trans
formation in thought. When this hap
pens, structures of narratives reveal their
historically bound ideational system and

lose their grip on representing the "hu
man being" 10 which even Goethe's
oeuvre falls prey.

That discursive frames do not change
easily, Molshe Postonedemonstrates in
lhe most recent attempts to rewrite Ger
man history after the fall oflhe Wall. In
his project to thematize lhe role of time
as a necessary tool to work through the
past, Postone jUlttaposes time, as ingre
dient of recuperating eltperience, to the
moral category of "work" whicb dis
penses with memory in an attempt to
wards progress, or a fligbt forward.
Hence, the non-national or manist dis
cOUfseno longer works in a local, histori
cal setting that is manifested in the eltist
ence of symptom.... Indeed, the very
nature of symptoms demonstrates that
there cannot be a total theory of the past
or of history, if the past is conceived of
as reality. Instead, Postone advocates
the application of psychoanalytic con
cepts in order to articulate the possibility
of social cbange. Concretely. the Ger
man contemporary era between 1969
and 1983 was deflOed by a coalition of
Democrats and Socialists, ofboth silenc
ing a historical debate and indulging in
the ideology of guilt. Since 1983. the
Christian Democrats reestablished a he
gemony again, which meant reconsider
ing the past in a more favorable light. A
new nationalism emerged from the vic
tim view of Germany as a wounded
nation. (By dint ofdesignating yourself

as victim, you accede to the possibility of
heroic status.) This view has been cor·
roborated by conservative literary critics
likeSchirmacherand Karl-Heinz Bohrer
who claim that German literature since
1945 has been colonized by American
genres and themes, a political move to
integrate the new Germany into the
Western alliance. Hence.suchcoloniza
tion of German culture has deliberately
prevented Germany from actively deal
ing with its past and. ultimately. from
creating a national identity as well as an
independent stance towards foreign
policy and war. The refusal tojoin oilier
nations in the bombing of Baghdad was
the ftrst of such moves towards redirect
ing German consciousness to its Nazi
past that, in the refusal to bomb. Ger
many fmally rises up against. This be
lated awareness of and sentiment against
Nazi politics is, in part, determined by
the eltternal, international constraints
imposed on Gennany during the cold
war. The fall of the Wall in 1989 served
then as the opening of a defensive flood·
gate against the past. At the same time,
however. this historical event took on the
political and psychological significance
of restored sovereignty with which Ger
many could overcome the lingering im·
pression of defeat, manifest in its split
country, in the Second World War. Here.
Gennany acted out what it bad repressed:
its continuity with the Third Reich men·
tality.

June
1-4

8-10
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Germany 1989·1995: Reappraisal and Re<:onstruction. Organizer: John Conway. University of British
Columbia. Contact DAAD, 950 Third Avenue, NYC, Tel: (212) 758-3223.

First international conference on Radical Conservatism in Europe: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow.
Lund University, Lund Sweden. Conlact Dr. Goran Dahl, Dept. of Sociology, Lund Unh-crsity. Box 114,5·22100
lund, Sweden. Tel: 46-46-108874, Fall:: 46.46.104794, c·rnall: goran.dahl@soc.lu.se.

24-7\15 Goethe InstitutelAATG: Wlesneck Seminar. Contact AATG, 112 Haddontowne Court #104, Cherry HiU, NJ
08034. Tel: (609) 795-5553.

July
2-15 Goethe InstilutelAATG Jena Seminar. Contact AATG, 112 Haddontowne Court #104, Cherry Hili, NJ 08034.

Tel: (609) 795·5553.

August
3-8 Ninth World Congress, International Association for German Siudies (lVG). Vancouver, BC, Canada.

Contact AATG. 112 Haddontowne Court #11)4, Sherry 11111, NJ 08034. Tel: (609) 795·5553.
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May
1-9 Exhibition: Graphiken "on Max Beckmann. 1\'IOMA. Contact Consulate General of Ihr Federal Republic of

Germany, 460 Park Ave., NYC. Tel: (212) 572- 5633.

(col1/il1uedonpagt 13)

1-21

1-7123

1-7130

4-26

9

9-27

10

10-719

II

[ I

22
thru
June

25

31
thru
July

Exhibition: Scenes frolll Behind the Wall. Photographs of East Gcnnany, 1989-1990. Wed·Sal., nooll-5:00 pm,
Washington Center for Photography, 1831 21s1 Sireet, NW, Washington, n. C. Tel: (202) 234-5517.

Exhibition: "Between War and Utopia: I)rlnts and Drawlnb'S of the German Avant-Garde 1905-1933."
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Phillldelphia, I'A. Conlact Consulate General of the Federlll Republic of Germany,
460 Park AVI'., NYC. Tel.: (212) 572-5633.

Exhibition: "'Vomen ')holographers in the Weimar Republic." Jewish Museum. Conlact Consulale
General or lh(' Federal Republic orGermany, 460 Park Ave.• NYC Tel.: (212) 572- 5633.

Exhibition: German Artist Conny Dietrich. Generalkonsulat. Conillct Consulate General of lhe
Federal Republic of Germany, 460 Park A\'1.'., NYC, Tel.: (21Z) 572-5633,

Lecture: "Oil.' deut"chen Verwandten \'on George Washington." Gary Grassl, speaker. sponsored by the

German Heritage Society. 8:00 pm. Concord Club, 5518 Lincoln SI., Uelhesda, MD 201117.
Tel: (3Ot) 572-6803.

Exhibilion: "Objects and Paintings" by Peter Julian Fuchs. Selection of some 100 objects and paintings from
1965·1995. The Multi Media Arts Galler)", 594 Ikolldway, Suite 309. Ttl: (212) 966-4080.

Study Group Oil (;ermall Cultural History: From the Enlightenment to the World Wars.

Christo and Jean-Claude. 'Wrapped Reichstag, l'roject for Oerlin." Saekler Museum, Hl!rvllrd University
6:00·8:00 p.m.

Exhibition: "Herter Brothers Furniture and Interiors for a Gilded Age." Melropolitan Museum.

Contact Consulate General of lhe Federal Republic of Germany, 460 Ilark Ave" NYC,

tel: (2IZ) 572·5633.

Study Group on IloUtics and Enterprise in a Changing Europe. Mary Nolan, Professor of History, Ncw
York University. "Gennanizing Fordism: American Models and lbe Restructuring of Technology and
Management in Interwar Gennany." Cabot Room, Harvard University, 4:15-6:00 p.m.

Study GrouJl on (;erman Cultural History: From the Enlightenment to the World Wars. Julius Schoeps.
Moses Mendelssohn Zentrum. Universitaet PotSdam "Die Hcrausbildung der Toleranz im Zeitalter von
Mendelssohn und Lessing," and Regina M. Seitz, University of Virginia. '''One has to put a stop to cenain
inquiries sometimes.. : Moses Mendelssohn: Writing in the Margins." Lower Level Conference Room, Center
for European Sludies. Harvard University, Tel: (617) 495-4303.

Exhibitjon: "Cultural Exodus from Austria," Computer installation documents the fate of 4000 intellectuals
who were forced into exile in the late 1930's, including Sigmund Frcud. Alma Mahler-Werfel. Otto Preminger.
Opening reception Monday, May 22 at 7:30 p.m. On the day of opening, Dr. Leon BOlstein. Presidem of Bard
College, will focus on issues related to Austrian emigration to the US. 565 Firth Avenue, Tel: (12) 759-5\65.

Unifying Music (Music of Germany). Stockhausen, Zechlin. nume!, Grahn. Still. Reception to follow the 8:00 p_m.
concert. Cont~ct The Conlempontry Mu.~ic Forum. Washington, n. C. Tel: (202) 333·4529/298-4317.

Exhlbitlon: "A Lost Legacy: The Austrian-Jewish Connection." Features material from the archives, library
and art collection of the Lco Baeck InsLiwte. 129 East 73rd Street, NYC. Opening rccepllon: Wednesday. May 31.
5:30-7:00 p.m. Tel: (212) 744-6400.
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